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SJSU gays file claim against state
Arrests called
violation of
free speech
By Tony Marek
Daily staff wines

"Ilvo SJSU students filed claims against
the state of California Thursday in excess of
$1.9 million each. The claims were filed in
connection with the University Police’s
arrest of three gay -rights activists last
spnng.
The action was taken six months to the
day after Ted Comerford, Michael
Kenunerrer and Byl Hulse were arrested by
the UPD after trying to raise the gay-pride
rainbow flag at the flagpole in the court-

yard adjacent to MacQuarrie Hall.
The three were protesting the ROTC’s
policy of excluding gays and lesbians from
entering the program as contracted cadets.
Both claims state that UPD falsely
arrested the students and violated their right
to free speech.
The arrest took pla:e on April 10 during
a protest by SJSU’s Alternative Lifestyles
Political Action Coalition held in conjunction with the American Civil Liberties
Union national day of action against the
ROTC.
Comerford and Kemmerrer filed separate tort claims with the State Board of
Control. Hulse, who was not a student at the
time, could not be reached for comment.
Both claims (identical except for the
names of the claimants) detail the events
leading up to the UPD wrest, as well as the
process the arresting officers followed when
taking the three into custody.
The claims say that ALPAC had docu-

mentation showing the flagpole, usually,
used by the ROTC, was to be shared by all
groups on campus. They were arrested by
plain-clothes officers after the three "circumvented" the locking device on the flagpole and were attempting to raise their flag
along with the American flag.
"They were handcuffed and put into a
patrol car which drove around the downtown San Jose area and returned them to
within yards of where the car had been
parked by the University Police Station,"
according to the claims.
The claims continue to say that after
being held in a UPD holding cell (in handcuffs) for over an hour, Comerford and
Kemmerrer were released and "were told
they had not been arrested but were only
’detained.
A key point of contention ansing from
the incident involved the UPD’s definition
of their action as a detainment as opposed to
an arrest. According to Kemmerrer, thev

were told that since no charges were filed
and no citations issued, the UPD action was
not an arrest.
Robert Weisberai,4i rit: professor at
Stanford University
"What the police said is essentially
bullsh," he said. "The definition of
whether someone is arrested does not
depend an what name the police put on it."
The definition of arrest is that a reasonable person feels their liberty was delayed
or denied by the police, according to
Weisberg.
"It’s just a legal maneuver," Comerford
said. "We were still falsely arrested and our
liberty was denied."
UPD spokesman Richard Staley said that
since he had not reviewed the case recently
he could not say whether or not they had
classified the incident as an arrest. He also
said he could make no comment on any
See ARREST, Page 3

’We feel the arrest was
brought on by
homophobic members
of the administration
and police department.
Their intention was to
harass us rather than
stop any action from
occurring.
Ted Comerford

One of three students arrested last semester for trying to
place a rainbow flag on the ROTC flagpost

Critics say Munitz
not ’green’ enough

HANG MAN

By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily staff wnter

California State University
Chancellor Barry Munitz has been
chosen to establish a new task force
designed to resolve environmental
conflicts.
The irony of the choice is not lost
on some environmentalists who widely criticized Munitz’s appointment to
chancellor because of his former
involvement in Maxxam Inc., a company accused of stimulating clear-cutting to pay off high -interest junk
bonds.
"Unless Chancellor Muniu can

show us he’s had some change in his
ideals toward environmerial issues, I
would think he would not he able to
provide neutral third party assistance,"
said Steve Shunk, director of the SJSU
environmental resource center.
The Cc.,..zer for the Resolution of
Environmental Disputes
an organization created by the state legislature
is intended to be a third party mediator between governments, businesses
and citizen groups concerning disputes
over natural resources, according to a
digest of the senate resolution.
"I would want to be careful with
the way this is set up with Chancellor
Muniti in office." Shunt( said.

Murder was not available for comment Thursday.
Muniu’s skill at resolving conflicts
has been well-documented. He rescued
the University of Houston from an
investment scandal during his first
chancellorship at age 35, and developed a compromise between a small
town and a large company over a hotel
development.
The mayor of the town told the Los
Angeles Times that Munitz deserved
much of the credit for developing a
compromise to set up LOW acres for a
high= sheep reserve.
See MUNITZ, Page 3

’Boring’ routine keeps
campus cops smiling
UPI) officers find
time to show students
they’re only human
By Robert Drueekhammer
Duly staff writer

University Police officer Tim
Villarica tickets drivers during the day
and breaks up patties on Friday nights,
but is more likely to be found writing
"Gadget" on a residence hall student’s
door.
They call him "Inspector Gadget"
at the UPD and Villarica is fond of

leaving his nickname on resident
advisers’ doors at the beginning of
each SeMeSler as a puzzle fcr them to
figure out.
He’s one of the 26 sworn officers at
the department who are trained fcr the
worst but rarely have to battle it at
SJSU. Arid Villarica believes that his
residence hall trick is just one way to
make the officers at SJSU more
approachable to students.
Villarica, who carries his standard
issue baton, handcuffs and a .357 magnum, likes to find the little things on
the beat to break up dr rather "boring"
routine of the day, he said.
So Villarica walks up the 12 flights

of Joe West Hall as fast as he can to
bum off some extra weight, and then
walks around each floor of the hall
meeting residents and gets to know
them.
Even though he’s a cop that could
bust someone for almost anything,
many residents in the hall come up to
Villarica to talk to him about almost
anything in the world.
On one floor. Villarica was invited
into a residence hall room where an
R.A. was reading a book on her bed.
While playing around with the student’s Lego toys. Villarica jokes with
See UPD, Page 3

Budget spurs libraries to cut back
Its Deborah Kerr
Dads staff V. nur

Lynn Benson

Sergio Aviles, a freshman biological sciences
major, works out on parallel push-up bars at

Datly staff photographer

the outdoor fitness cluster between Spartan
Memorial and Washington Square Hall.

Less people doing more work in
fewer hours. Dreary as it seems, this
scenario is a fact of life among SJSU
library staff.
Due to an II percent cut in the
library budget, Clark Library reduced
its hours by 16 and cut over seven
positions this semester to make ends
meet.
"There’s more work for us to do,
because it’s more crowded during the
days," said Craig Hintzman, a graduate student who works in periodicals.
Hintzman was referring to the
library closing at 9 p.m. instead of its
former closing time of 11 p.m. last
semester.
"We have to do more wort in less
(line Students are less likely to get as

good of service as they used to," he
continued.
At 12:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
bound periodicals filled 12 cans in the
sorting area, and the sorting shelves
were almost full. While shelving
delays are nothing new to the periodicals department, Hintzman said the
problem is worse this semester.
Hint/man also said service at the
current periodicals counter has suffered because student workers no
longer have time to check the several
locations a missing periodical could
he.
Shortened hours not only affect student assistants, they also affect fulltime library administrative staff from
which the 7.3 positions have been cut,
according to Jo Whitlatch, interim
library director.
"We cut hack five service desks, as

opposed to 90 hours a week in wudent
assistants," she said.
Students who work as shelvers in
the bound books department said they
are not affected by the library’s new
hours.
Nana Saepharn, a sophomore who
shelves books pan-time said the new
hours didn’t change her work load.
"Usually the work load increases at
the end of the semester."
Jason Yeo, a computer science
senior who worts in the library’s copy
service center, said the new 10 am. to
2 p.m. hours of copy services to students has created a backlog in his
deparunent.
"The hours are shortened and we
have the same work load and we don’t
get to finish our projects." he said. "It
accumulates. We have ore hour IMs a
day."

Speaker says gays and lesbians most
common victims of bashing, hate crimes

Former education dean Gilbaugh dies

By Faye Welk

By Angels 11111

Duly staff writer

Gays become victims of crime more
often than other groups in the United
States, according to Brian Levin, special bias crimes consultant for the
Santa Clara County District Attorney’s
office.
"Hate violence directed at gays was
shocking, shocking," he said Thursday
at SJSU ’s Gay and Lesbian Awareness
week’s last panel discussion on hate
crimes and gay hishing.
Other characteristics differentiate

crimes against the gay community
from crimes among the population at
large, Levin said. Street attaks ticcur
largely against Ricks in a white neigh
horniest and whites or Jewish potpie in
a black neighborhood. Attackers stay
within their own neighborhood. I evin
said.
However, he found in ti L5 study that
pertmrators leave their COSIIMUMUCN iii
attack gays where the latter
Crimes against them "fend to be more
assaultive," levin said. A hospital in
See BIAS, Page 3

Dads aaff .mter

As a professor of education at SJSU
until his retirement in 1988 and former
di. an of San Jose State College in the
1960s, John W. Gilhaugh was a firm
believer in students’ hard work and wa(Lenin achievement. Gilbaugh died last
Sunday in a hospital in Santa CLu-a at the
age of 73 after a long battle with diabetes.
thlbaugh "didn’t believe in easy As"
as he told the Spartan Daily in l480. He
developed and promoted an innovative

teaching technique in the same year
Organiration,
called
Research,
Presentation and Accountability. It was
designed to stimulate student interest and
reduce boredom.
Gilhaugh dedicated his life to education since beginning teaching at lower
schools in Kansas in 1948. After three
years at Kansas State University.. he was
offered an assistant professorship in the
School of Education at San Jose State
College in 1956. In two years he was
appointed as dean of the university,
according to inlormation provided by the
family.

Born in 1918 in Fort Morgan, Cob.,
Gilhaugh worked at odd jobs dunng high
school for 25 -cents an hour to scrape
together tuition for teacher’s college. He
served in the Army during World War II
and then returned to college for a master’s degree in education.
He is survived by his wife Doris
(nlbaugh. live Lhikfrrn and seven grandchikken. Private services have born held
and donations are welcome at the
Diabetes Society of Santa Clara Valley at
1261 Lincoln Ave San Jose
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Flag symbolizes freedom
n a resent Writer’s Forum,
"Bandwagon takes patriots for a
ride,’ Jason Rothman called the
amount of patriotism dunng the
l’crsian Gulf War "token
ratr.ousoi le defined token patriotism
as Is irig the flag because U.!, trendy to
do so.**
He went on to say, "It wasn’t totally
your fault; you were misled. The
xuntry ’s general mentality is at fault.
The corporations are at fault."
I could not disagree more. The
country was not misled. There are people
in this country who did not run out and
buy a flag as soon as it was trendy to do
so; there are people who owned
American flags long before the Persian
Gulf crisis.
People like my grandparents, who
have put out their flag for every
Veteran’s Day, Labor Day, Memorial
Day, Flag Day, Election Day and Fourth
of July, ever since my grandpa returned
from World War 11. My grandpa passed
away during the war against Iraq, but my
grandma made sure the flag flew outside
of their home every day of the conflict.
The Vietnam War brought patriotism
in this country to an all-time low. Men
and women who served in Vietnam were
not given the respect they deserved for
doing a job their country asked them to
do.

When my grandma puts out her flag,
she doesn’t see it as a way to be hip or
trendy; the flag is a symbol of the
democracy that has allowed her to live
life the way she has chosen. I know
many other people who also owned flap
before being patriotic was in style.
I agree with Mr. Rothman that
corporations were out to make a buck. I
think that was reprehensible. Corporate
America bombarded the public with
items emblazoned with the American
flag that were made in Taiwan. And
network television made the war into a
sitcom to get huge ratings, not to provide
a public service.
Mr. Rothman called people who
rushed out and bought an American flag
during the conflict "bandwagoners."
Citizens could have supported Saddam
Hussein and it would have been their
right to do so. There are worse things to
be than patriotic.
I believe the American flag is a
symbol used to show suppon for the
freedom we enjoy in this country. I also
think if people (aside from public
facilities) hung their flag out 365 days a
year, the symbolism of the flag would be
meaningless on special occasions, such
as our country’s birthday.
Darcie D. Johnson is a Daily staff
writer.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Zionism is not racism
Editor,
I’m writing in response to Brooke
Shelby Biggs’ column ("U.S. hypocrites
fund oppression in Israel," Oct. 8).
Since the column portrays the utter ignorance of Israel, Zionism and U.S. policy, let
us first clarify some facts:
1) Zionism is the belief that Jews should
have a homeland in Israel. It is, by definition, pro-Israel not against anyone else.
The fact that the United Nations defined
Zionism as racism only goes to show that it
is far from an objective body.
When you have over 20 Arab and
Moslem states, and only one Israel, this is
the result Such a resolution is an insult to
its makers, as well as to Israel; thank goodness the United Status is beginning to realize this.
2) Only .7 pacent of Israel’s new immigrants find their way to the West Bank,
hardly what you’d call directing masses of
Soviet Jews to the territories.
What Biggs suggests, perhaps, is that the
Israeli government should direct people to
live in certain areas according to their
national origin. Now, isn’t that the apartheid
you so strongly condemn? In Israel,
although mutual hard feelings often exist,
Jews and Arabs live together, ride buses
together and study together. Arabs arc equal
citizens by law.
3) It is interesting to conclude that Israel
is the only, or main, obstacle to pcace when
you consider that
It is not Israel who has refused to recognize its neighbors lor the past 43 years.
Indeed, Israel has always called for direct
negotiations with her neighbors and the
Arab states always refused.
The Palestinian national covenant,
which is still the PLO’s single most important document, refers to the elimination of
Israel in 15 of its 33 articles.
Last week, when Israel Foreign Minister
David Levi addressed the United Nation
General Assembly, representatives of all the
Arab states except for Egypt walked out.
Turkey has called for a much -needed
regional water conference, but Syria refuses
to attend if Israel ckrs.
4) As far as foreign aid goes, Israel is far
from being the only one receiving aid. The
$10 million now talked about are loan guarantees (not loans) that will be paid track in
full by Israel.
Israel needs aid to help accomodate
thousands of refugees from the USSR.
Ethiopia, Albania and other oppressive
regimes. She needs American financial aid,
but whether Israel gets it or not is not a petcondition for poke talks. Mid will twain tie to promote the idea of regional peace an

the Middle Etst with all her neighbors.
Adina Friedman
Senior
Biology

UPD uses camcorder
Editor,
Often I find myself noticing gradates of
this nation quickly crumbling. The liberty
and freedom that I have cane to adore are
becoming more restrictive. To sec this on
my own university campus is frightening.
On Saturday, Aug. 31,1 waded a party
at Spartan Village; a university owned and
operatoi apartment complex. All the invited
guests were ova 21 and behaving like
We were interrupted late in the everting
by a knock on the door. It was the
Department.
Police
University
Approximately eight officers and staff were
noticed, seen through the major windows
on the ground floor. The apartment was
completely surrounded, as if it was a drug
raid.
Besides the the billy clubs and flashlights, one officer was armed with a aimcorder. He good outside of the front door
while everyone walked out, while. the
remaining officers staid at the other exits.
UPD was politely asked to put down the
camera but they continued shooting, regardless of the request. Because of the camera,
several people were reluctant to leave, mak ing the situation even worse.
Though no crime was being committed.
the UPI) filmed the occupants without their
consent_ I sec this as a blatant intrusion on
one’s privacy. There is no need for this
excessive behavior on a university campus.
The university already controls what we
learn with general education requiremau.s.
Now they want to keep surveillance on how
we live.
It is not the fact that the UPD broke up
the party. It’s the way of going about it that
was unnecessary and offensive.
What are the UPD’s intentions? Are
innocent bystanders going to be black.
labeled into the universities wanted list’?
What good is it for them to have me on
film leaving a party, anyway? There may be
no laws prohibiting UPD front this, but that
doesn’t mean that this is right or areptabk.
How far will we, the people, allow the
authorities to come intruding into our lives?
We must say "enough is enough." We must
start to react and start protecting the few
rights we have left. The time is now to take
a stand because if we vrait too long, it might
he too late.
James Skrub
Senior
Political Science

NEWS Room (408) 924-3280

FAx 924-3282

Raul Donunguez
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Barbara Doheny

Public has more power than the press
an impoverished teenage
Tma,
mother, was profiled in the
Daily’s cover story on the
homeless last week.
She’d been in the news before. Her life
on the streets with husband and baby was
examined in a Mercury News report last
year.
She appeared again a few months later
in a follow-up on her fight with leukemia,
a life -threatening cancer.
Last month the Daily found her back
living under abridge, without custody of
her first child, coping with chronic illness
and more than six months pregnant.
This was at least the thud news story
written about this young woman’s
struggle. What the hell was the point? Her
life hasn’t gotten any better at all, though
hundreds of people know her story.
The more I read the papers, the more 1
come to doubt the value of joumalism as a
force for good in the world.
At the Daily, our adviser tells us that
professional reporters must write well
enough to make a middle-age housewife
in Willow Glen care about the story.
It only takes a few weeks of reading
the papers to know it’s not enough to
make people care.
L.ast summer, th: big local story was El
Pirul, a migrant farm encampment where
dozens of families were discovered living
in miserable and unsafe conditions.
1-ollow-up stories uncovered a similar
camp and appalling conditions for migrant
labor statewide.
So where’s the news? Haven’t we been
through this scandal once before ... 25
years ago? Didn’t the media follow the
United Farm Workers’ crusade for years?
Same story, different decade. Maybe

it’s just ni igrant labor’s turn under the
spotlight again. Slow news day ... go
check out the labor camps. They could be
good for a Pulitzer.
A Cambrian Park mother went public
with a story of rape and harassment The
Mercury News story renewed a police
investigation, elicited information from
the community and raised awareness
about rape. But it didn’t stop the rapist’s
threats against the woman and her child.
Now she’s leaving town, but can’t sell her
house because everyone knows the story.
A bank created a fund to help her.
Citizens sent letters and checks. But when
the story blows over and everyone forgets
about it, she’ll have to pick up the pieces
of her life on her own. If all the readers
who sent a check or called the police
stood in a circle around her house, would
she have to leave?
When people personally witness a
social problem, the first thing they want is
publicity. They seem to think the exposure
will solve everything.
It’s not our job.
Journalists can’t force people to action.
Even advertisers can’t do that At bottom,
our job is to observe, report and maintain
the public record.
Even at a minimum, a reporter should
probably think twice before exposing
someone’s life story to the multitudes on
the slim chance it might help them.
People read hard news in respected
newspapers just as they read scandal
stories in tabloids: for entertainment. Most
of the time, news media is merely a glass
barrier allowing the public to safely
observe life’s victims.
Journalists put other people’s misery
on public display to sell papers, whether

JOHN R. BEssA,

B iGGs, ettecutiw editor
IWWS editor

The Spartan Daily devotes page two
Monday through Friday to opinions from the
Daily staff and community. Students, staff
and faculty are welcome to contribute opinKan.

Ilan letters and opinions to Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
WLN 104, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily, department

of mass communications, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
When submitting articles, please include:
your name, phone number, address, class
standing and major (if a student). Articles
can be submitted on a 3.5 -inch disc with
Microsoft Word.
Don’t send us your only copy because
submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and will I:e edited for grammar, libel,
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or not it improves the situation.
People do respond to news of disaster
or personal need. They send money,
volunteer a few hours, prepare for disaster
themselves. They give generously, but
keep themselves separate from the
problem. They throw coins over the glass
wall. Some may donate to intensify their
sense of vicarious involvement.
Tina’s story underscored the
vulnerability of the homeless. Mary Hill’s
story put women on the alert. Best of all,
neighbors of El Pirul personally delivered
provisions to the camp.
Sending a check is a removed type of
caring. Picking clothes out of your own
closet and food from your pantry is really
caring. Looking into the eyes of someone
else when you hand over your things is
sharing more than food and clothes.
Personal --- not mass
communication keeps neighborhaiLs safe,
gets utilities repaired, gives courage to the
sick and enables addicts to pull their lives
together.
There is no power of the press, only the
power of human touch one on one.
Barbara

Doheny is a Doily staff writer.
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Tow
PHYSICS CLUB: Warm body
meeting, 11:34 am., SCI 239, call 9245259.
ASPB: A.S. Program Board’s
’Tetkialipoka En Aztlan," noon, S.U.
Amphitheater, call 924-6260.
CHICANO LIBRARY
RESOURCE CENTER: Brown bag
seminar. Alfred Anega reading of
try from his recently published
k, "Cantos," noon, WLN 3rd floor.
call 924 2707 or 924-2815.

SAACS.: Lecture,
"Photoisomenzation of Butadienes,"
Atom Yee from SCU, noon, DH 505,
call 998,1342.
S. I. R.: Staff for Individual Rights’
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week:
"Coming Out for AB -101,"
march/rally. 12:15 p.m., Tower Hall
lawn, call 923-2429.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, I
p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room, call 9246033.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
Friday prayer, 1 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 241-0850.

SpartaGuide is a dilly calendar avails,* to SJSU students faculty and ea orpnaations at
no charge. Deadline for aubmlaMon Sp.ijstwo days before publication. Forms are avallabie
at the Spartan Dilly, WLN 104. LlmlbW space may force redudng the nuatba of Insertions.

Student Union, call 998-4427
G.A.L.A.: Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
Alliance’s Terrace Dance III, 9 p.m.. $3
admission for 18 years and up, SPX 89,
call 236 2002.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE:
"Noises Off" ends, 8 p.m., University
Theatre @ HGH, call 924 4555

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Pius night,
6:30 p.m., The Garreu@ Pruneyard,
Campbell, call 237 2735.
AKBAYAN CLUB: Ice skating
social meet at 6 30 p.m. at campus
ATM’s .7:30 p.m.. Vallco ice skating
rink, call 924-8384.

4raRo,4er12

0204.
INTERNATIONAL CENTER:
Pancake Breakfast, 9:30 am., 360 S
11th St., call 279-4575 or 294 6078
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
General meeting. 730 p.m.,
International Center, call 725 8269.

CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Resume !preparation. 1:30 pin.. S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 924-6033.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: meeting
to vote on mays, bring membership
dues, 5:30 pin., S.U. Guadalupe Room,
call 298 6928.
P.E.P.: National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week: "For Whom the Bells
Tolls," 7:23 a m., WLS, call 9245945.

Ravomrit

Avot4’V/3

SJSU BOWLING: Bowls thon, 1
p.m., S.U.games area, call 924 6405
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE:
Dance showcase extravagant". S p m .

924-3280
FAx: 924-3282

PHOlVE

CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: Sunday Masses, 6
p.m , Campus Chnstian Caller Chapel,
8 p m., St. Joseph Cathedral, call 298

PHI ALPHA THETA: History
Honor Society’s semi -anus] book sale,
8:30&m.. DMH, call 924-5518
ART DEPT.: Student Gallery Art
Show, 9 am., Art Bldg., call 924-4330

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Sorority pledge meeting, 7:30 p.m..
S.U. Guadalupe Room; meeting, 6
p m.. BC 209, call 924 6350.

MUNITZ: Environment overlooked, critics say

UPD
From Front Page
her for 15 minutes about how great it
would be to get a helicopta fox UPD.
It’s the kind of comment Villarica
makes after he gets to know people.
But not tntil. And he’s certainly not
in much of a joking mood when talking about his Slanfast diet where he
lives off of two "horrible" shakes a
day and a "reasonable dinner."
Villarica, who tries to keep his
comments as brief and short as possible when dealing with someone he
doesn’t really know, acts somewhat
like a lion who wants to be in charge
and tries to let people know of his
presence.
As part of his police training, he
attended a three-month academy, and
then worked with other officers for
field training. While in the academy,
he learned to be prepared for the
worst while patrolling a campus that
offers little to relieve boredom.
And that’s why he admits he’s
wary of strangers at first, He considers anyone he pulls over on a traffic
violation "the biggest danger there is"
until he has talked to them fora few
minutes. During that time, he scans
the car for hidden weapons, and tries
to determine if the person being
pulled over is a danger to him.

But if someone loosens him up
and he relaxes, he’s as playful as a
dog running around with a bone.
While patrolling the SJSU aviation center on Coleman Avenue, he
quickly sneaks in the airplane simulator room to watch students fly wound
California and then walks into a
hangar wishing he could fly a navy
jet that’s being worked on by students.
And in the lunchroom, sipping his
chocolate shake, he laughs and tells
stories about other officers in the
department
And he’s able to keep up the
humor while responding to calls.
While in the bookstore helping a
woman who just fainted Monday
afternoon, he made the person in
trouble laugh, and kept a smile on her
face while waiting for paramedics to
arrive.
"I don’t think there’s going to be
any hostage situations today,"
Villarica said with a smile on his
face. "It’s a pretty calm campus."
"It’s like this on a day-to-day
basis. Nothing ever happens here,"
Villarica said. "We spend our eight
hours writing reports about stolen
bates and play around the rest of the
time."

ARREST
From Front Page
claim involving the UPD while the
case is in litigation.
Comerford said he felt the arrest
was prompted by homophobia.
"We filed the claim because we
felt that we were wrongfully arrested," he said. "We feel the arrest was
brought on by homophobic members
of the administration and police
department Their intention was to
harass us rather than stop any action
from occurring."
"It is important that they know
they violated our freedom of speech,"
said Kerrunerrer, who is the co-president of the Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Alliance of SJSU.
He added that if people of color
had been handled in the same manner, there would have been outrage

throughout the campus.
Each claim asks for damages of:
$300,000 violation of rights
to free speech.
ros $300,003 depnvation of liberty (false arrest and imprisonment).
ao- $1 million punitive
and
exemplary damages.
As Undetermined attorney’s fees.
The university public affairs
department could not be reached for
comment Thursday.
Comerford said he delivered
copie.s of the claims to the university
president’s office.
Out of 170 campuses across the
country holding demonstrations
against the ROTC on April 10, only
SJSU and the University of Ncisaslia
had incidents leading to arrests,

From Front Page
The controversy over the clear-cutting stemmed from Maxxam Inc., a
Texas -based company, purchasing
high -payoff, high -risk securities
known as "junk bonds" and using the
money to purchase Kaiser Aluminum
and California’s family -owned Pacific
Lumber.
Pacific Lumber was a long-established logging company notable for its
responsible logging practices.
After the purchase of Pacific
Lumber, critics maintain Maxxam
stimulated clear -cutting of Northern
California’s redwood forests to pity us
junk-bond debt,
Maxxam maintained that the
increased cutting resulted merely from
a reassessment of the amount of trees
that would be produced in a year,
according to the Los Angeles Tunas.
Munitz was vice chairman of
MAXXIIITI during the disputed period.
Shunk was ready to give Munitz a

Front Front Page

WHILE-YOU-WAIT SERVICE! NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

195 E. Taylor St. San Jose
Corner of N. 5th & E. Taylor
4089716820

whom shall have expertise in natural
resoifftes.
Ir. One representative from a natural resources -based industry and one
representative from an environmental
orgaruz,ation each of whom have personally participated in negotiated envi
ronmemal disputes.
Ss The members of the advisory
task forte may select additional ITICMhers whom they consider necessary or
desirable.
a. In developing the plan, the advisory task force shall solicit advice
from other institutions or centers for
environmental conflict resolution,
including, but not limited to, those
associated with academic inonutions,
and from foundations and private
organizations that suppon negotiation
as a means of resolving disputes.
Colleen Bentley -Adler, CSU
spokesperson, said she assumed
Munitz would begin work immediately on making his appointments to the
task form.

check it if he suspects that hate is the
ratan for the crime.
Recently signed senate bill SB 98
allows victims to ask the police to
keep their names, addresses and phone
numbers confidential, said Anastasia
Steinberg, deputy district auomey of
Santa Clara County.
However, she said Proposition 115
severely limited what questions prosecutors could ask jurors. She said in
one case she would have liked to ask
prospective jurors their religion and

their church’s view toward the gay
community.
She said the typical anti-gay crime
"intimidates, attacks and injures" the
victim.
It’s important to notify the police or
someone of a bias crime, said Sgt.
Bruce Lowe of the University Police
Department
Non-as.saultive bias crimes such as
phone calls and graffiti should he
reported, Lowe said.
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Levin said.
Gays do not report crimes, he said,
for fear that police will reveal their orientation. However, Levin said a new
federal law for uniform crime reporting has made recording of hate crimes,
including gay hashing, more efficient
The San Jose City Police
Department has revised its crime
report to include a classification for
hate crimes, according to Lt. Craig
Buckhout The victim can requffit this
be checked or the reporting officer can

New York found an escalated level of
violence against gay victims including
multiple stabbings, severe beatings
and even castration, he said.
"Unfortunately, it’s still socially
unacceptable to be gay," he said.
White street attacks are largely "a matter of turf," anti -gay attacks take the
perpetrator out of their area.
"These are truly senous crimes and
they have not been addressed until
recently by the scholarly journals,"

San Jose’s Best
Kept Secret...15%
off for SJSU
Students
Lobster
Chicken
Pasta

the center will be authorized to:
Offer comes of study and conduct research in environmental dispute
resolution.
Is Accept grants and charge fees
fa service on a nonprofit basis to support the operation of the center. The
funds to operate the center shall be
derived solely from grants or fees for
services.
ao The center will be located at
Humboldt State University which is
centrally located to ongoing natural
resource conflicts concerning forests,
fish, water, coastal and ocean
resources, wild and scenic rivers,
threatened or endangered species, or
wilderness and wild land resources.
In addition to the chancellor, who
will head the task force, other members include:
is the director of forestry and fire
protection.
the director of fish and game.
IP two CSU faculty members,
appointed by the chancellor, one of

BIAS: Crime study shows gays victimized most

Kenmore: said.

Prime Rib
Steaks
Seafood

chance, however. "I’m willing to listen
to what he has to say," Shunk said. "I
would give him an opportunity to
regain my respect"
He said some environmental
groups might be close-minded toward
Munitz as mediator because of his
past, and some companies might see
an instant ally in Munitz for the same
reason.
The idea for the task (one developed as a solution to the persistent
controversies between industry and
environmental groups. The task force
would be funded through grants and
fees.
The grants would come from private organizations, according to
Victoria Wright, chief of staff to Sen.
Barry Keene, D-Benicia, the author of
the resolution.
Wright did not know why Munitz
was chosen for the position.
"He’s going to have to prove himself," Shunk said.
In addition to resolving conflicts,
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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-Academic Senators
-Judiciary Board
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-Student Union Board of Directors
-Spartan Shops
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An All-American comeback

SJSU tries to stay
perfect vs. Aggies

ZOO. That is the numher of times
the New Mexico State Aggie football teani has defeated SJSU. The
Aggies are an imperfect 0-7 in
games involving the Spartans.
And after an 0-4 gen in 1991, the
Aggies’ luck against the first place
Spartans is not likely to change this
Saturday in Las Cruces, N.M.
The Aggies are coming off a 296 loss to the Uaiversity of Oregon
last Saturday in Eugene while the
Spartans are well-rested after a bye
week.
New Mexico State’s winless start
is not uncommon to the program.
Last season, the team went 10 games
without a victory before defeating
Cal State Fullerton in the season
finale 43-9. In fact, the squad is a
dismal 8-69 since joining the Big
West Conference in 1984.
This weekend’s game will be
New Mexico State’s Big West opener and SJSU’s fifth straight road contest of the season. SJSU will not play
it’s first home contest of 1991 until
Oct. 19 against UOP.
Entering next Saturday’s game
against the Aggies, SJSU finds itself
thin at the guard spot. Three players
at this position will be not be available. Dave Samperio and James
Zimmerman suffer from knee
injuries which occurred in the season
opener at Florida.
Allen Faletoi will miss the trip
due to an indefinite suspension by
head coach Terry Shea for his
involvement in an altercation at a
downtown San Jose nightclub last
weekaid
While there may be questions
facing the Spartans’ offensive line,
the defensive line appears to be filled
with answers. This unit has a lot to
do with the team being ranked first
in run defense in the Big West, giving up a stingy 68 yards per game on
the ground. In total defense, the
Spartans are second only to Fresno
State.

and football in the Midwest is king," Veatch said.
’There’s nothing else to do in Kansas except go to
foothill games so the fan support is overwhelming."
Both of his brothers play Division I college football in Kansas.
He gives SJSU head coach Terry Shea most of
the credit sticking with him.
"Some people would have given up on me when
I got hurt I alniog gave up on myself," Veatch said.
"Shea believed in me and kept telling me to work

By Anne Magnet
Daily staff writes

After a ngorous afternoon of dodging linebackas, Man Veatch wipes away his tough exterior to
greet his wife with an affectionate kiss.
With his boyish looks and soft-spoken manna,
Veatch is hard to dislike. He is an example of how
hard work and determination can overcome hardships and beat the odds.
Veatch is the first to admit how lucky he is to ham:.
He added that Shea has tremendously helped his
even be playing foothill today after gradually weardiscipline as a player.
ing down a tendon in his throwing elbow.
"He took my playing to another level," Veau:h
Veatch had a tendon from his throwing arm grafted into his elbow to replace a damaged ligament lag said.
Veatch is playing his last season of eligibility this
year. This was followed up by another surgery startly after to remove unnecessary cartilage and war tis- year and is planning to graduate in three more
semesters. He recently changed from a business
sue.
"I didn’t know if I would ever recover from my marketing major to human performance.
Shea respects the efforts that Veatch has put into
injury," he said.
Originally from Manhattan, Kan., Veatch played the game of football in order to continue playing.
"He’s endured a lot of pain and has continually
at Butler County College before being recruited to
gotten himself into excellent condition," Shea said,
SJSU.
"SJSU was the first school that recruited me early "He has shown tremendous character both on and
and consistently. They sent me all the information on off the playing field." He additionally said that
the school, and asked me to come out and visit," he Veatch has "demonstrated strong perseverance, and
fought when he hail to fight."
said.
Watch gives the entire Spartan squad credit for
This early attention left a positive impression in
Watch’s mind about SJSU. He signed his letter of making him a better quaiterback.
’They have so much talent and really enable me
intent soon after.
"Michigan State recruited me as well, but I want- to throw the ball," Veatch said. He added that he
the
ball,
and
feels
that this season the Spartans have the best
ed to go to a school that threw
group of receivers on the West Coast.
Michigan doesn’t," Veatch added.
After college football, Shea feels that Veatch will
The harsh climate of the Midwest also inspired
definitely be a candidate for the professional ranks
Veatch to go West.
"I felt really comfortable here from the begin- because he possesses all the tools necessary for NFL
ning, and after playing nine out of 11 games in either competition.
"He’s bright, has the physical capabilities and has
rain or snow, California looked pretty good."
He came to SJSU in 1989 to win the starting the will to fight," Shea said.
Veatch said that being a NFL prospect is not
quarterback position. He completed 52 percent of his
tra.s.ses for 1,722 yards and eight touchdowns in his something that his life revolves around, and that he’s
first year as a Spartan. He also threw 11 intercep- not looking that far into the future at this point
Donna Brarnmer Daily staff photographer
uons.
"I just want to continue to play my best and if
The 6-foot-3, 216 pound Watch ga out last sea- somebody wants to give me the shot to keep on
After two surgeries on his elbow, quarterson and redshirted because of the reconstructive playing professionally I’ll jump at it"
back Matt Veatch, 22, heads up SJSU.
elbow surgery. He describes his elbow with a sinisFor now, the amiable
ter grin and the visual aid of multiple scars and vivid Veatch is content to keep
images like, "When the doctors pulled my tendon playing as well as he can,
out, it !coked just like spaghetti"
and if a future opportunity
Two surgeries later, Veatch said he feels positive to play professionally is
about it now.
presented to him that will
"It’s not like it once was, but it’s better than it be "icing on the cake."
was IWO years ago."
If not, he will make
After taking a generous dip of his chewing tobac- Kansas his home and have
Choose a Semester Abroad
co, he described the many preventive measures he more time for hunting, golt
takes to remain healthy. Icing, heat treatments and and his wife.
with Ohlone College
plenty of anti-inflammatones are main
components of his daily routine.
Other than playing football, Veatch
Spring ’92
Fall ’92
also enjoys playing golf, hunting, fishing
Austria/Germany
Stratford in England
and spending time with his wife.
Married in 1990, Watch and his wife
Experience the musz
Follow the lure of
dated in high school and plan to move
and culture of
Shakespeare to York
7TH
back to the Midwest after graduation to INOV
Salzburg. Vienna and
London, Bath.
be with their families.
Business Conference
Munich.
Info. meeting: Oct. 16
Watch’s family has a strong tradition
Info. meeting: Oct.13.
of athletics.
Registration deadline: Nov 1
"I come from a very athletic family,

OFrPA1 SJSU vs. New
Mexico State
Kickoff:
6 p.m.
By Pete liorelki
Nay staff .-racr
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Untirrsity

The line is anchored by defensive
tackle Simon Vaoifi, who was
named Big West Defensive Playa of
the week after his efforts in the win
over Utah State. He finished the
game with seven tackles. including
two sacks.
Despite the Aggie’s mord, the
team has played solid defense this
season. They are ranked third in
overall defense, third against the run
and fourth versus the pass.
Middle Linebacker Steve
Campbell leads the New Mexico
State defense with 58 tackles including 43 solos. He had 13 stops against
Oregon last week and has been the
team’s top tackler in every game this
season.
The Aggies’ real problems lie
within their offense. It is a unit dint’s
had problems putting the ball gross
the goal line. They are currently the
conference’s worst scoring team,
managing only 51 points in four
games. This figures out to a meager
12.8 points per game.
In comparison, the Big West’s
top scoring squad, Fresno State,
averages 51.8 points a contest
New Mexico State head coach
Jim Hess is certainly aware of the
team’s offensive woes and has
decided to stir things up.
Hess created a quarterback controversy during the Oregon game by
replacing senior starter David
Chisum with Cashman passer Todd
Cutler.
Chisum, who has only three
touchdown tosses this season, cornpleted 10-19 passes for 164 yards
and an interception in the contest.
The young Cutler, in his first college
appearance, finished 3-7 for 25 yards
and two interceptions.
"We might continue to do it, to
see which one has the hot hand,"
Hess said.
There is no quarterback controversy in the Spartan Camp, as senior
Man Veatch has had the hot hand all
SCURCIFI. He is currently the third-best
pester in the Big West with a rating
of 130.9.

INTERNATIONAL
ADVENTURE

MOSCOW/USA
Via Satellite

In-line skating quickly rolls i nto popularity

It’s 10 pm., night class just ended,
and you’re searching for your car in the
vacant 10th Street garage.
Suddenly, a rolling flash darts by
you. Don’t be frightened, it’s just someone enjoying the new sport of in -line
skating.
What is different about in -line
skates, when compared to conventional
roller-skates, is there are four wheels in
a straight line creating a faster motion.
In -line skating was developed in
1980 by Scott and Brennen Olson, two
Minneapolis hockey players who felt
that summer was a incaivenient interruption from their training, said Tim
Einess, a marketing official for the inline skate manufacturer Rollarblades.
Discovering that in-line skates provided an excellent workout, the two
brothers began manufacturing the
skates and soon launched a nation-wide
fitness sensation.
-in-athletes, skiers, entire families,
runners, and students, have all taken an
interest to in-line skating," Einess said.
Most major sporting goods shops
carry in-line skates and prices can
range from $100 to 5.300, depending on
the quality of the skate.
"All ages, from 5 to 75, come in and
buy the skates," said Mike van

Leeuwen, who works at Gremic skate
shop in Los Gatos. "All it takes is balance and self-confidence."
To use in-line skates one must purchase the correct safety equipment. Van
Leeuwen stressed using wrist -guards,
elbow pals, knee pads and a helmet
"It takes a little practice, but once
you get the hang of it it’s a blast,"
said van Leeuwen, who recommended
Vasona Park in Los Gatos, and
Stanford University as exceptional inline skating areas.
Despite what many people think,
skating experience is not necessary to
be a successful in-line skater, van
Leewun said "Just bend your knees, in

a skiing position, and go," he added.
The streets and garages of downtown San Jose are quickly becoming
in-line skating hot Tots, according to
Chris Clow, an avid in-line skater and
employee at Recreation Equipment
Incorporated.
"The streets are smooth and newly
paved and there are plenty of great
pathways," said Clow, a senior marketing major at SJSU. "It’s funny, people
usually fall when they start waving
their aims trying to show off."

Learn to Be
Efficient, Effective
and Profitable
Duties range from
assisting with computers to
purchasing to yardwork.
Please have.a car, be
computerliterate and have
A healthy back.

Monica Campbell’s fitness and
health column appears every
Friday.

Flexible hours built around
your changing schedules,
papers, & exams.

Contact
Jim Harris

jointly present

TERRACE
DANCE III
Gay and Lesbian Awareness

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN ’THE ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Culture of Spain, April 10 - 17.
Art of Greece June 16 - July 1
Mass Media in Russia and Estonia June 22 - July 5.
Travel Writing & Photography, China, July 22 - August 12.
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And they’re both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. Ifyc )u’re earn
ing a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, PO. Bo c 3219, Warminster,
PA 18974-9845. Or call toll free: 1 -800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

Other Study Tours in 1992
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Austria. Germany
Spain

England
China

Pusan
-Greece

was to or Hector Cordova. 0.0,1 0! Ms ond Sciences and Coordinator of intematonal wool
Onion* Caeca,. &boa Mese., awl PO As 3909 Fremont, CA 94539-0390
or coil (510) 659-6090, FAX (510) 659-0447.

(408) 254-1178

for the closing celebration of

Courses transferable for General Ed. credit
$4,500 or less for a full semester of study
Air Fore, housing, field trips & most meals included
Financial aid, scholarships for those who qualify

Part-Time Assistant Needed

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance and
Staff for Individual Rights of San Jose State University

Join us

Call Now: (510) 659-6090]

I Call Videoconference Network I
(408) 997-5066
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Career Opportunities In
Earth Information Sciences - Cartography
NaigrA.
;/;.)1. -

As a major support agency of the Department of Defense, the Defense Mapping Agency provides critical charting and geodetic
support to the U.S. military, national security initiatives, and the merchant marine and other navigators worldwide. Ours is
a mission that continues to integrate the latest developments in computer graphics. geographic data, and the Earth sciences...As
we continue to advance, we have excellent opportunities for individuals with a bachelor’s or higher degree in any of the
following academic disciplines.

ne:r

Physical Geography Math Geology Geodesy Photogramrnetry
Cartography Computer Science
Photo Interpretation Optics
Remote Sensing Oceanography Navigation Engineering Ss ierx es
Physics Geophysics Astronomy Meteorology Other Earth Sciences

Explore A Dynamic Lifestyle in Washington, DC
; Yoe
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Our location in the nation’s capital is home to the country’s premier sc lent,fic and len lonologoo al agencies, the Snoothsonian
Institution, Georgetown and other renowned universities...Recreation and daily living in the 0C-Ballimorr.Virginia area is
exceptional with ready access lo the Chesapeake Bay, the Atlantic seashore, Blue Ridge Mountains, hunt country, Colonial
Williwnsburg, historic Gettysburg, and much more.
We offer attractive lacing salaries, rapid advancement opportunities las much as 50% salary increase potential in the fina 3
years, with further promotions available on a competitive basis), generous vacation and sick leave benefits,
retirement and tax deferred savings plans, tuition assistance and full-time lady opportunities...More
Importantly. we offer you inopportunity louse your knowledge and skillsalong with the very latest
technology Indirectly contribute to OW nation’s Security and defense. For further information or
Application lomis, call toll-free 1-800.5264379 between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., ’astern
time, Monday through friday, or write us at Central Recruitment Intake Branch, SI: (-1,
ATTN: DMA OMAR), 8613 let Highway, Fairfax, VA 22011-2137
Be sure to mention this ad.
An (kiwi opportunory employer
U.S. citizenship required to applicant and In....hate family members.
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WORLD EVENTS

SJSU WEATHER:

TODAY - Partly cloudy and cooler. Highs in mid 80s. Fair
night, lows in the 60s. WEEKEND - Mostly sunny Sat. and Sun., highs close to 90.

Majors, U.S. Forest Service gte manager at
the fee.
The vehicle was stopped later by Oregon
State Police, he said.
As winds from the east picked up
overnight, at least 75 people were evacuat
including the logging community of Bridal
Veil, said Bart Whalen of the Multnomah
County Sheriff’s Office. The American Red
Cross opened a shelter at a community part
in Troutdale for evacuees.
Steve Pancoast, who lives near Larch
Mountain, said he left his house with "a dog,
a lizard, some clothes and my fishing pole."
"Multnomah Falls took a heck of a bad
shot," he said. "That’s a catastrophe. I hope
they can save the lodge."

9 Bush administration
announces trade
sanctions on China
0 Blaze erupts in
Columbia River Gorge,
threatens historic lodge
MULTNOMAH FALLS, Ore. (AP) - A
forest fire quickly grew to 1,000 acres in the
Columbia River Gorge Thursday and threatened the historic Multnomah Falls bodge.
Embers fell on dr 66-year-old lodge, and
flames burned above the 620-foot-high
Multnomah Falls to the top of the gorge.
At midmorning, the fire jumped a ditch
close to the lodge, creating a "crisis situation," said Dave Majors, U.S. Forest Service
site manager.

Firefighters were able to keep the flames
away, by putting foam on the building, but
Majors said it would remain in danger at least
through the night as the fire burns through
vegetation at the base of the forest.
The fire stretched about two miles to the
west to Bridal Veil Falls in an area crisscrossed by hiking trails.
Thick smoke permeated the Oregon side
clpothe gorge, and smoke and ashfall were
in the Portland suburb of Gresham,
12 miles west of the fur.
The fire was reported about 11:45 p.m.
Wednesday by a truck driver who saw three
people run out of the woods to the
Multnomah Falls parking lot, said Dave

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush
administration Thursday invoked a U.S. law
that provides for stiff penalties against China
unless it commits within a year to stop blocking entry of American goods.
Carla A. Hills, President Bush’s trade representative, rejected as inadequate a Sept. 30
proposal by China outlining steps it would
take to remove trade barriers.
"China has made progress in certain areas
and we would hope that they would improve
on that progress," Hills said in a statement.
"But China’s proposal, when taken as a
whole, does not measure up to the standards
that we expect and insist upon in our trade
relations with all of our trading miners."
The law invoked tatty, section 301 of the

Trade Act of 1974, imposes a one yea deadline on China to commit to removing trade
bathers or face retaliation such as steep
import duties on Chinese goods canting into
the United States.
A senior official in Hills’ office, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said the
sanctions can be imposed even earlier if U.S.
officials determine that ChM( is not negotiating in good faith.
However, the official noted that Assistant
U.S. Trade Representative Joseph A. Massey
has been invited by China to a fresh round of
talks in Beijing later this month.
"We expect to have ... an ultimately productive consultation," the official said.
However, in Beijing, China’s Foreign
Ministry spokesman, Wu Jianmin, said ’to
bring pressure to bear does not help" the two
coanries resolve their trade dispute.
Bush has been under pressure from lawmakers to retaliate unless China stops protecting its own markets with high tariffs and
complex import licenses. Congress has also
been angered by China’s reported use of
prism labor to make goods for export.
The Bush move, originally reported in
today’s editions of The Washington Post,
comes after China failed to comply with earlier U.S. demands to lower its trade barters.
Bush waged a spirited bank earlier in the
year with Congress to win renewal of China’s
most-favored-nation trade status without conditions. That status allows China to sell its
goods here with the lowest possible tariffs.
China enjoyed a more than $10 billion surplus in its trade with the United States last
year.
With Bush threatening to veto any anempt
to impose conditions, the Senate came up
with only 55 votes for its attempt to restrict

PRO CHOICE REPUBLICANS to
organ,. ror 1992 wectIons Call
Choice
415 341 9229

( A AorAle Repubkine tor

NEW, STMENT DENTAL PULS
Office vlsrls. teeth cleaned and XUna no charge
SAW MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now? For brochure see A.S.
Office or
Cali 8006563225.
EGG DONORS NEEDED to help
Infertile couples achieve pregnancy.
The Fertility and Reproductive
Health institute of Northern Califor.
nle is recruiting women 18 - 35 to
donate eggs. Requires testing 2
hours daily for approximately two
weeks Egg donors are compensated financially by their time Call
Saundra at (408) 3582500
MAKE A DIFFERENCE in the life of
a mentally ill person. Wiluntser
your friendship 3 hours per week
Training Is prodded
Call 436-0608
S1.000,000 MEDICAL/MALTI
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross or California. Rates
as low as $20. per month. For
brochure, call.
(408) 252-7300.
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City children / youth.
Serve with Cityleam Ministries
Youth outreach in bible clubs.
tutoring. discipleship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
140819984770.
CAIN FOR COLLIDE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300.000 sources
of awliable college cash Our personalized Financial Riming Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for free copy
of 10 Ways To Stretch Your SOOership Chances’
406 7338226
00AUE NEEDED FOR /he dNiskin
woniens soccer team Nice team.
very compel ItNe Sunday games.
no practices Mick! 246 5333
A/IE YOU APPLYING TO (IMAMATE
SCHOOL? The Princeton Review
seeks Pre-Lew. PyryOusinotie and
other prospective graduate students interestai In taking FREE
LSAT. GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam. Call (408) 268.9874 to
Make yet, reservation. Call todisyl
MANE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
In the SPARTAN DAILY classified
Call 9243277

incur

has current
"MR. SLUE
Cell Tech Products (algae & aciOR
phllus) on hand row Special monsY
making/saving plan for 1st 5 sororities, hats or groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
Viktor In 511 211 ot ttri. Plan 198,
PO Rai 9. S J. CA 95103. Rion*
408 254-1447 Free yeast selFtwt
OP OI MILE
Oh, put God to the test and see
now Mind He ill
Nook your father end mother,
that you may have long, good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steel
You must not lie
You must not be greedy
S CM PO Boa 1110315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
11132ED CARS, toveles, boats,
4 wheelers, motortnormes. by FBI.
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 682 7555 Ext C-1255
AUTO MIKIMANCE
Campus Insaanoe Service
Specie! Student PrVams

Serving SkSil for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLJGAT1ON
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 42

FOR SALE
ENTERTAINMENT 112 coupon books a dining. movies.
sports IL travel Great gifts goo]
4 students. $35. Brian 243-3497

MEEK
AU, ORM( RSA.
Volleyball, hamburgers alto drinks
4 p m Friday after IIC Football
at Delta Sigma Phi.
MI. NUMMI Not the bawl nor
the Werra Not Catalina not Angel
Island Not London nor Suva. No
ladybugs, but lots of fish? Could
you? Woukl you? loin me in Mon
tansy on Noe 15th for the N St
Formal? PO-GOODY.
MAUER, Corrals Little+
Your time has come, have fun!
CG Love, Y B.S
KELLEY AND USA,
Welcome to Delta Gemmel
Your BW Sisters love you’
MARA, CONSMATSI I’m so
proud you’re my little sls.
Get ready for Sun! Love, Y.B.S.
PHI DEWS AND SACS
We’re tucked to raise some
Herren and Hell 0th you?
Love, the Data Gamma’s
CHRIS MARTIN
CograturatOns little
You’e the best Law. SOS
MECIAN CONORATS
very Proud of you
DG me itOh

manta C.

the best MOW
Carrots on pledging the best
house. DG Low YB S
AMEN MY DIM GAMMA
Little Sis Youere my pride
end joy Low, Mn
YOU’RE THE ISMATEST DARCIEI
We make good teem!
Law Your Big
SUSAN, CONSRATS and welcome
DG
so proud to cell you rny
iltlie DG Love and mine, Joey
CAMS, CONSIURS I feel wry
lucky to have such Seat little
See you soon? Lore, YB.S.
Ceres% 101 EVANS Delta
R the
Gamma kw you so do
basil I’m proud Love YBS Stacy A
CONGRATULA710111ANY.
Vox are half way there
Love, Y B
CONORATS,JOINY Dertorossian
I’m so happy you’re my Rtiel
Law, Y B S
STIPOSAMM, V/Meerse it. DOI
Cm so glad you’re my little!
love, YB 5
11111111011, Welcome to DOI
I can’t welt for the times we have
yet to share, Low Y.B.S.

CONORATS JOANN F.111. You’re
title nest ill sis! Have tun et
Presents Love you. Y B S Ian
TO STACEY. the bestest
Cheers to a great DG plage
101 Preleres1 Love, SOS Arny
CONORATS JILL
You’re 151 DG
Y B S loves you’
DOOM.
You’re me best’
love. SOS
SHELLEY,
Oskar* to 001110wyou littler
Love. S B S

HELP WANTED
NO DOME HATS OR SCARY UNIFORMS! lust ftn, cool peace to
soak! FT/PY. Flex hrs. good pep.
Cooks/Counters, Drew* 87.511
hr. 18 yrs, own car, Ins.. On. DMV
PIZZA A 00 110
135 W. Santa Clara
10100 & DeAnza Blvd.
OVERSEAS JOGS - $1100.112000.
per. no. Summer. Yr. round, All
countries, All fields. Free info
Write IOC, PO. Dos 52-CA03.
Corona Dal Mar, CA. 92825
EARN *20.- MIL/IM. ’CLUNG’
unique hand tools. Greet
opportunity. (2091 83135455.
TEACHES FOR UC. PUS CFR
Mln. 6 E C.f. units req. 2 10 yr
olds, Flax hrs Dry. Eve. & Mend
So. San Jose 281-8880
Fremont 415 792-9997.
DESISNERS for (1) Static 256-1M
RAM, (2) Video Dynamic RAM for
graphics 4- 5 yrs experience
415 968-1939
LAWN AERATION SALES
$10 HOUR
Guaranteed
weekends
Green Thumb lawn Service
2490556
C/CsPROORAMMERS - One
runtime entry level and two part
time positions Experience with
Microsoft windows a plus Prior
eaperlence with limp programming
projects required Mali or feu
resume to Hki Men, PO Box 1807
S 1 CA 95109 Fele 2968157
Till OMMINAL CMS NOUSE
Now halm
’Servers w/ Dinner House lop
’Codas
Bartenclers
’Oyster Bar
’Host / Hostess
’Bus
Immediate coskions evollabie at
our NEW location 10 min from San
Jose State Apply in person.
2-4 p m weekosys
5506 Monterey Rd
let Blossom Win
In Monterey Plaza

the renewal of China’s most favored nation
status. The House voted by more than a twothirds majonty to impose conchtions, but the
separate bills have never been reconciled and
sent to Bush for his signature.

NEWS

Five correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today.
One to two - Where have you
been?
O What two majors have recently
been added to the the curriculum at
SJSU?
What will athletes be doing every
23 minutes today?
Who sponsored the "Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Week?"
O Where is the only recogn lied
Norse settlement left on the North
American continent?
Where does the federal government want to begin a seven-year test
program for permanent storage of
nuclear wage?
ANSWERS I) Chinese and Japanese languages. 2) They will be nning the Tower bell to
sigrufyan alcohol -related death. 31 SIR., the
Staff Tor Individual Rights. 4) L Anse-auxMeadows it Newfandland.
In examined salt
beds near Cabbed, New Memo.

Edned by Corey Trencides
Sputan Dai% Assistant !news Eduor

other hrs very. Flkesible with
student Own trans., references.
$5 50 hr Call Sue et 35E58515

ATTN: ACCOUNTING MAJ. P/T Srn
hi rot co. by SALO. A/P. Computer, file. phone. Ideas encouraged
Women welcome to woman owned
business: 9931881.

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1
week Greeks. Clubs. ANYONE. No
risk (800) 7486817 x 50.

JAPANESE STUDENTS: Reduced
rent In exchange for Ruching
owner Japanese Rent master
bedroom 1 block from light Rau
51542 10 min. May. Irleitedell
kitchen & w/d. $3.50 /mo .1/3
utilities 277.336701 298 6182
Ash for Chris

POP SYSTEMS has job openings
In h(htech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing majors, or any
graduating senior Cali
(408) 944-0301 for interest in
fun-time or part time account
executive position open

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 Cam / 2 bath start $7155 Free
Omsk cable IV. Security Gates,
Remodeled - Roomy and clean.
506 S. llth St.
Call Dan 2965255 or
Stew 729.0290
Leave message

JOIN TINE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per! Appitations accepted WE
2 305,00. 1235 Oskrnead Pkwy,
Surnyvale, 2462911. Conveniently
located off Hwy. 101 & Lawrence
ExRAN See you soon!

2 DORM. -2 BATH Frets cable.
secured parking, pull Ideal for 4
students Pool table & pingpong
4th & Wiliam 947-0803
ROOMMATE WAISTED Rent
$21250 2 bed / 2 bath share
room. 148 E. Williams. Gateway
Apts. Contact Bell King 9714706

RECIPE. ON CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools Is
hiring teachers arc substkutes for
OUI 9 preschool (6-12 units ICE
Referred) and 12 school-age
(rec/P.E units o.k.) programs We
have both full-time and parttime
positions flexible hours available
Our centers are open 6am to 6 an
Experience preferred but not
required Cali 257-7326.

UKE NEW 188 APT&
Bright & airy
with AEK. DW, AC. Gated Perking.
intercom, laundry
Two roommates O.K.
Rent 5685-5850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297-4705

START *7 5.00 PM HOUR
Dec Swing Grave shifts Ft/Pt
Weekly pay
SecurIty/Reception/ligh teen
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Recruited
Immediate Interviews
Apply, 8am 5pm. Mon - Fri
Verguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blot Sena Cisas
(bear San Tomas lop / Olcort)

TRAVEL

SERVICES

HOUSING

MODEL SEARCH III Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion, print and ROOM IN TOWNNOUSL 880 .1
TV.commercial work. For free eval- Camden. Mstr,/brith $450 or roam
uation: Call 374-0090
$350 N/S. 406 879-9415. Nice
2 WREN / 2 MTN APT. $770
820 mo. & 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt .
MACRON Of PNYSICAL
$600 mo. 12 mo. lease. Welk or
EDUCATION & Motor Development ride bike to school. 780 S. 1.1th
for chlidren. 2 to 12 years.
street. Laundry facilities, security
bldg., cable TV avail Remodeled,
Experience and car required.
very clean. Call me 2889157
COmaters, Ire , (408)9988955.
DI FUNDRAMER NATIONWIDE
Your fraterny, sorority, or other
campus group can earn between
$50041000 in less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing.
Call 1-8007362077 Ext. 3.

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE,
monthly
publication
serving
entrepreneurs with eat 6 articles
&wrote copy S2., yew $12 PO Box FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Cruisesnos Students also need7010. Van Nuys, CA 91409.7010.
ed Christmas. Salm ancl Summer
for Amusement Park employment
Call 805 682-7555 Ed F-186
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subyects Paper. thesis develop’rent assistance Quaafted writ
ors Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkekry i41511341 5036
SCA Al A LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Price $39 00 *MI Student ID
Dine Set Oct 12 Time 9-12 am
Place Radnor S San lose.
399 Silicon Valley Blvd
LEARN TO 1511
All ieveis, odors through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory fIgM for 535 00. Call
Jim at (408) 7233148 for details.
REPOSSESSED a MS FerestWeed
homes available at below market
value Fantastic savings? You
%Oak Also 561 bailout properties. Call 805 6827555
Ext.11-1513.

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe. U S ?
your Christmas plans now
Call for Be airfares
408 997.3847 Arlene

MIAS

WORDPROCESSING
12/10131112ICED WORD Processors.
familiar vein APA/lurablen
formats. Science and English
Mon on specletty. Free spell
Chock/storage low-cost witting
and graphics Resumes and other
services available
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 251-0449.
EXPERIENCED S AFFORDASLET
the,ery
Cone 3384035.
etc

Terre papers

TYPING S WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226-1459

POSTAL10811AVAILA81.0
Many positions. Great benefits
Call 5056827555 Ext. R3310
CHILDCARE M OUR Los Gatos
home 2 sons, 10 0/okl and blind
4 Yr/old 8-16 hrs wk Maxims.

A MEATUS’ TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling arid grammar
also help. Let Oils
Enron teacher assist
you In Improving your
G PA. Foregn students
weicoma. Call Barbara
at WRITE/TYPEi406) 2967436
AAANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing?!
Resume*. term DORM theses.
etc. Grad & undergraci Atonable
days Owes IL weekends by open
IBM Conk) / Laser prim*
Cell Anne 9724992
TYPIM / WOROPROCESSINS
From $2 Per Oar
Free pickup / delivery on campus
Phone 406 3362279
ASSAM= EXPERIENCED
wordInccessing! Term papers
Worts, grouts PaPers, resumes.
letters, theses. lasercelmer.
etc. All formats Pus AM,
SOalicheck, cunctuation/ grammw
assistance. All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247-2681. Elam
for worry free professorial
dependable service

$p.,

SO% DISCOUNT as all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Erosive your robes* beauty!.
Eye lino Eyebrows Lips Crele141
Smell scars blended
Explres 1225-91
Call Trish at 405379-3500.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave 017.
Campbell, CA 95008

WORD PROCESSORS - Friendly
home typist using Word Perfect
CALL MARSHA 21111144411 for word Laser primer Near Bollinger a, De
processing with Word Perfect 5 1 Ann Blvd 12 years legal aspen
?W HP laser 11 Specialize ;tentin(. ence Suzanne 4465658
64., grimmer, *DAUM@ structure.
formatting (APA, %goblin. MLA)
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION!
Can also edit your 5 1/4 disk in VIP
5.0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with
CALL EDP SERVICES
Reports - Al’s Turabien,
all phases or thesis, term paper,
resumes. letters & more
resume preparation. ESL students
welcome %fro* Glen area
Postscript Laserjet
BARE IT ALL/ - PERMANENT NAIR
Affordable, accurate, & fast!
REMOVAL. Stop shavingwasirg.
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 pm
tweezing-or using chemicals. Let
WHEN THE VEST
Call Evelyn 2708014
Us permanently remove your
IS AU, YOU NEED!
unwanted hair Back Chest. Lip,
Papers Typed
Bikini. Chin, ’Tummy, etc Students
laser Printer
CALL UNDA TODAY
IL faculty 15% discount. 1st goat
Spell Check
for experienced, professional
1/2 price if made before December
wordprocessing Theses. tern
$190 on and irp
Evening Ai werwero spas
25th Mar Today Gone Tomorrow
NOR*, group Protects etc
621 E Campbell Ave 017. Camp
Berrvessa ’Evergreen
All formats Okla:tine APA
bell, Call 406 379.3500
254-4565
Quick return
Gwen, Trish or Manioc
Transcription services available
Registered Eletrologists
Almaden Branham area
PROFESSONAL TYPING SERVICE
Phone 264-4504
Word Processing. TOOT Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. API &
CURIO Unwanted
heir removed forever Specialist.
TursOisn Desktop Publishing
QUALITY TYPINS SERVICE
Confidential. Our awn sterile
Graphic Design & Layout
Term papers, theses. resumes.
Laser Output
letters . retorts All formats
WOW or disposable
Satisfaction Guaranteed
CaN 247.7415.
Steno firde Pick up and delivery
VIRGIL* INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
335 S Bayrood Ave San lose
for large lobs 20 years
Now Orriukige Mall 2248395
experience MA in Engiisn
Call Margaret.
Barr to 8 pm, at 7516’"

nienvo(rsis

PERSONAL
COMPUTIMPAATE Be cost data*
INIIVICe FREE brochure. PO Box
612112, S 1 CA 95161 2112
.800 423.9199 ’Agents Wanted’

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS.
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters

and

spaces for each

(ine.

Punctuation counts as one letter.)

CIOOCIEIJOLIOO alIDEEEDEIDEODEOODEODO
EJEOEDEODOE OCIEEOODOEMJEEEMDEIE
DOODEMODOD DODEDOO=DEOODEE=11
IIIECICIDEJODED LIEDOODEDECJEIEE=OODE
Nam*

COMPUTER RETAIL SALES -- Want
to ham fun, while still maintaining
your school schedule. gel DWI
for it too? Then you will be glad to
know that ComputerWare the
original end best Mac softer* /
hosiery* reselter, has immediate
PT sales openings at our Sunnyvisks
store Candidates must be hit*
Mac literate Duties include
cushion% product demos, and
customer support Carer Metter a
resume to Personnel.
ConerVeire. 7800W Baritone
, Palo Alto, CA 94303

QUIZ

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIED
AritiourigtmEttis

5

Friday, October 11, 1991

III San lose State University

AD RATES, minimum 3
One
Day

Two
Days

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

Address

City/Stale

3 lines

$500 $600

$700 $800

$900

4 hnes

$6 00 57 00

$800

$900

$1000

Shires

$700 $1100

$900

$T000 $1100

6 Imes

$800 $900

$10 00 811 CIO $1200

Each additional line

Please check ,/
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

$1 00

Each additional day $100

SEMESTER RATES,

AU. ISSUES

5-9 lines $70 00 10-11 Imes $9000
15-191ines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

_ Announcements
Zip

AutOmObva
Computers
_ For Sale

Phone

_ Greek

(

_Help Wanted

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Clasafted desk located redo Wahiquisi Library North +02
Deadline Two
days before publocation O Consecutive publicalions dates only No retunde
On CanCelled ads

_Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Sereces
Travel
Wordprooassing

6
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He’s back after 3 years
George
Michael
returns to
concert scene
By Veins Nurse
Special io the Daily

After a three year hiatus from the
music and concert scene, George
Michael hit the Oakland Coliseum
Oct I with a vengeance and a new
found sense of integrity for himself as
well as his music.
The tour simply titled "Cover to
Cover," was just that a rendition of
classic hits done previously by many
of Michael’s earlier influences.
After a long awaited sequel to
"Listen Without Prejudice," Michael
opted to open the show with "Papa
Was A Rolling Stone," originally
done by the Temptations

... sporting a new
hairdo, Michael
appeared in
purple and red
lights ...
vocal range and style.
Flavoring the show with his earlier
tunes like "Freedom." "Everything
She Wants" and the memorable
"Careless Whispers" from the earlier
years with Wham, provided a certain
nostalgia

Plagued by controversy
Michael was plagued by a storm of
controversy when his album "Faith"
racked up American Music Awards
for best R&B album and best male
usually
soul singer awards
received by black artists.
"White and black people making
similar music and crossing over that
way can’t he anthing hut a good

Sporting new look

Valuta Nurse

Messed in black trousers and shirt,
blue blazer, the famous stubble and
rpeirrij a new hairdo, Michael
in purple and red lights surrounded by a 10-piece group that left
no beat, note or sound unturned.
In this day of driving drum beats
and flashy danccrs. Michael proved
that it is OK to perform and please a
crowd with the basics.
His rendition of "Ain’t Nobody,"
originally done Chaka Khan, was fantastically teamed against back up
singer Lynn Mabry whose vocals
blended with Michaels to captwe the
heat, feeling and essence of the number

Special to the Daily

George Michael in a recent Bay Area appearance in Oakland

Read CenterStage
for your weekly
entertainment

Old songs come to life
Michaels lent his strong vocals to
many such well known upbeat hits
from the past, and not so distant past,
such as; "Ain’t No Stopping Us
Now," by McFadden and White,
"Back To Life," by Sol To Sol,
"Fame," by David Bowie, "Don’t Let
The Sun Go Down," by Elton John
and "Victims" originally done by
Culture Club enforced Michael’s

thing," Michael said in an interview
with Melvyn Bragg about this particular incident and others to date.
It was evident that Michael is
appreciated by many by the amount
of attention and attendence at his
recent concert in the Bay Area

Performs with sincerity
It was refreshing to see an artist
perform live with such sincerity and
pride in his craft. The crowd was
often moved by Michael’s ability to
perform other’s songs, as well as his
own, with such finesse and charm. It
was evident that Michael devoted the
evening to pleasing himself as well as
his audience with his careful deliverance of each song.
In this age of lip-synching, rapping, musical sampling and technological mimicking it is nice to know
that authenticity still exists.
It is also nice to know that lyricists
still write, musicians still play and
George Michael still exists as well.

Scottish Highland Games
to be held in Campbell
Annual event
recognizes Scottish
activities and culture
By C’risla E. Hardie
Duly staff aru.,

Imagine groups of burly men
wearing skirts.
Imagine them chopping down
huge trees, then tossing the trunks
end over end amiss a stream to form
a badge.
Now imagine them doing that for
fun.
Ella Prince, a 72 -year-old school
teacher and SJSU alumna, said that is
one theory of the origin of a popular
Scottish game known as the caber
toss, which is often likened to
"throwing a telephone pole."
Prince is the National Education
Chairman of the Northern California
chapter of the Clan Chattan which
will host the 13th Annual Highland
Games at Campbell on Saturday.
This gathering of the clans is the
biggest in the Bay Area, according to
Bob Chessman, who is one of the
organizers. The festival marks the
closing of the season until the games
begin again in the spring.
The tradition of the highland
games began in Scotland centuries
ago as a celebration of victory on the
battlefield, Chessman said. The clansmen would gather in full regalia fix
friendly competition to show off their
athletic skills.
The festivals continued on in the
United States and Canada as the
numbers of Scottish immigrants
grew, becoming one of the largest
ethnic groups in America, according
to Prince. It wasn’t until about 20
years ago, Chessman said, that clans
began putting up tents to showcase
and sell their wares and share information about their genealogies.
"You could put just about anyone
in front of me, and I’d probably find
within three generations they are
Scottish," said Chessman, who is a
member of the Clan Donaki
There will be two genealogy seminars on Saturday given by Bea Beck,
a genealogy expert and teacher from
Southern California
Besides tracing their roots, visitors
of all cultural backgmunds will enjoy

a variety of entertainment throughout
the day.
Among the festivities will be pipe
band, drum major and highland dame
competitions, as well as the traditional athletic events featuring several
local and world class athletes. No
doubt some participants will be SJSU
students or alumni, Chessman said.
There will also be demonstrations
of Scottish country dancing which is
similar to square dancing, various
food booths featuring traditional
Scottish fare such as meat pies, fish
and chips and ale and at two times
during the day Prince will read
Scottish stories to children.
For those who are interested in
hearing music other than bagpipes,
well known Scottish recording artist
Alex Beaton will perform traditional
Scottish folk songs, as well as many
of his own songs. Additionally,
Shanachie, an Irish folk band out of
Milpitas, will provide lively entertainment.
A ceilidh (cay-lee), a Gaelic word
for party or get together, will be held
Saturday evening following the
games. All the entertainers from the
day will be there to continue the festivities.
"Everything that is done at the
gatherings is related in some way to
Scottish activities and things as they
are done in Scotland," Prince said.
She added that most people take for
granted that the Scottish people have
anything to contribute culturally, and
said these events promote cultural
understanding much like any other
ethnic festival.
"’Me people who conic together at
these events are very warm and hospitable," Chessman said. "Everyone
is welcome."
If you’re interested:
Where:
Campbell
Community Center,
Campbell Avenue at
Winchester
When: Saturday, Oct.
12, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
How much: $7 adults,
$S seniors over 60/children 7-18. ceilidh $6, at
Community
Center
Banquet Room, 7 p.m.
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Learn Details of the G.M.A.C. College Graduate Program
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You never choose love.
Love chooses pm

Anti Regkter to Win ,1

$250 SCHOLARSHIP
Representatives will be in front of the Student Union
Today 9am - 2pm
Drawing for the Scholarship will be at 2 pm
You must be present to win.
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